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We offer luxury, fully equipped DESERT WOLF LYNX and LEO stainless
steel safari trailers for rent. Ideal for anything from overland trips to our
neighbouring countries to luxury camping holidays in our national parks
and many other lovely places. Our trailers are mobile townhouses on
wheels, complete with kitchen, pantry, bedroom and living room. Our
philosophy is to have a space for everything – you don’t unpack anything
but a table and chairs, the rest stays in its space in the trailer. Setting up a
typical camping site should never take no more than 10 minutes.
Model
Off road capability
Track Width
Fridge

Tent

Kitchen
Pantry and kitchen drawer
Power system
Lights
Storage capacity
Water tank capacity
Fuel tank capacity
Braai grid and wood carrier
Table
Fire extinguisher
Locks
Optional accessories
Rate per day:
Collection and Return
Payment conditions:
Insurance

LYNX
LEO
The best you will find in any trailer! Super-strong 3CR12 chassis with equipped with 2500kg axle,
leaf springs, safari shock absorbers and axle stabiliser arms.
Trailers available to match the track width of most popular 4x4 vehicles, e.g. Toyota Land
Cruiser and Prado, Land Rover Defender / Discovery, Pajero.
National Luna full stainless steel fridge or
National Luna full stainless steel double door
freezer (80 liter) on slide-out bearing rails. 12V
fridge and freezer (95 liter) on slide-out
and 220V.
bearing rails. 12V and 220V.
Accommodates 4-5 people as shown in diagram, Accommodates 5-6 people as shown in
with integrated flysheet enabling you to walk all
diagram, with integrated flysheet enabling you
around the tent in rainy weather. Luxury 170mm
to walk all around the tent in rainy weather.
mattress on trailer, 70mm mattress for side tent.
Luxury 170mm mattress on trailer, 70mm
Mozzy proof.
mattress for side tent. Mozzy proof.
Kitchen equipped with top-quality utensils, cutlery and crockery for 6 people, with work surface,
gas stove and gas cylinder. Spices included.
Kettle and plastic 4-way lock containers to pack all dry food. Large pull-out stainless steel drawer
provides storage for pots, pan and other equipment.
Trailers are equipped with 2 x 105Ah batteries, charging from the vehicle while driving. Fridge can
also be operated from 220V where available.
12 V neon light fitted to kitchen and side of trailer, with two additional lights supplied on leads
The Lynx has a total storage capacity of 1238
The Leo has a total storage capacity of 1733
liters. This is utilized as a combination of
liters. This is utilized as a combination of
structured and unstructured space. Pockets in
structured and unstructured space. Pockets in
door provide additional space.
door provide additional space.
135 liter with water pumped up to kitchen
170 liter with water pumped up to kitchen
45 liter in two jerry cans
45 liter in two jerry cans
Included
1830mm x 750mm stainless steel table with wash basin
2kg unit on bracket
16 locks with single key
Chairs, shower systems, bedding and ground sheets available at minimal daily rental rates
R650 per night
R750 per night
Trailers may be collected after 15:30 on the first day and must be returned before 12:00 on the day
following the last night of rental.
50% non-refundable deposit on booking, balance payable 7 working days prior to departure. R700
cash breakage deposit payable prior to departure. Valid identification and driver’s license
(minimum code EB, B not acceptable) required. Passport and route details required for cross
border trips.
A R7000 CASH deposit required for insurance to cover excess in the event of accident, damage,
theft or late returns.

Our trailers are typically fully booked 6-8 months in advance and up to one year for major holidays.

